Writing Comedy

The art of making people laugh is invaluable  – master this ability and have producers rushing to your door. However, whilst we all have a strong sense of what we find funny, the process of formulating comedy can be illusive. 

Laughter is an emotional not an intellectual response and the mechanisms behind it obscure. It is notoriously difficult to rationalise what it actually is that makes us laugh. There are a number of theories have been developed to try and unravel the complexity of comic success. These are some of the most common: 

Relief theory
Laughter is our body’s response to fear, a release of tension, which prevents us being frozen in fear. 

Herbert Spencer (1860) claimed that laughter is the release of accumulated psychic energy. 

Sigmund Freud (1905) took this up and refined this theory by classifying the specific types of energy that laughter releases. He divided jokes into two categories – “innocent” and “tendentious”. Innocent jokes only serve only the joke itself, using non-hostile trivialisation of meaning to provoke laughter and do not therefore apply to the relief theory. Tendentious jokes serve a purpose beyond the joke. 

Freud explains that tendentious jokes, made up of hostile and obscene jokes, are a means of outwitting the “censor”. This is Freud’s name for the inhibitor that represses many of our natural impulses.  According to Freud, the censor will allow us to indulge in these forbidden thoughts only if it is first beguiled or disarmed in some way. If a joke is too naked in its hostility, it will not trick the censor and fulfil the requirements of comic success. Innocent jokes are less satisfying because they do not target the personal concerns of the audience, for example puns.

Surprise
A joke begins with a set up, which creates expectations. This is followed by an absurd answer which inverts the logic of the set up, but has it’s own rationale. This is known as the Incongruity theory, which suggests that laughter is the reaction to a perception of some incongruity.

Aristotle, in “Disappointment Theory of Humour”, states that laughter arrives from a discourse being disrupted with a surprise ending; the established discourse is altered or ‘disappointed’. 

Arthur Schopenhauer suggested that our laughter is the result of some perceived incongruity between concept and object. Incongruity is often a sign of inconsistency or contradiction, which causes a very different response in its audience – often one of confusion, even annoyance. This therefore aligns itself with the relief theory if we consider the following: by disrupting a discourse with a surprise ending, i.e. subverting the logic, the censor in the minds of the audience can be outwitted. 

This results in our brain being forced to entertain two ideas at the same time. Our brains have trouble juggling these two ideas, tension builds up and then we laugh to relieve the tension in recognition of the absurd logic.

The rule of three
The structure of a joke breaks down into three parts; the set up, the repeat to establish a series, then a contradiction of the theme through absurd logic.

Absurdity
Jerry Palmer, a humour theorist, argues that all sources of laughter can be reduced to one unifying theory – the logic of the absurd. Given that the normal psychic state is one of equilibrium, Palmer explains that humour is a process of “paradox creation and resolution”. 

He explains that comedy works by assigning someone or something “two conflicting identities or attributes” such as normality/abnormality, comfort/discomfort, and dignity/indignity in the familiar slapstick device of the slip on the banana skin. 

In Four Weddings and a Funeral, there is a clash between a sense of English stiffness and sexual promiscuity. This is revealed in scenes such as when Carrie tells Charlie how many men she has slept with and when Charlie is caught in the same room as two people having sex. Humour functions by bringing discourses into relations with each other in an absurd way and hence these are arguably two of the film’s most memorable scenes. 

On even closer inspection, jokes can be divided into two stages referred to by Palmer as the “preparation” and the “culmination” stage. The preparation stage is the creation of all the factors that are essential to the joke – the set up. The culmination stage is wholly dependent on the presence and rearrangement of the information established in the preparation. 

The culmination itself divides into two moments: the first is the “peripeteia” – the sudden change of events or reversal of circumstances, a surprise or shock in the narrative; the second is a pair of contradictory ‘syllogisms’ or concepts (one plausible and the other implausible), that are grafted onto each other in a way that in reality would appear absurd, but which make sense within the established logic. It is essential to get the balance of these two concepts right – the implausible concept must always outweigh the plausible concept in order to generate laughter. 

Firstly let’s look at an example of a standard ‘syllogism’: ‘All men are mortal. Socrates is a man. Therefore, Socrates is mortal”. Here we see a statement consisting of a major premise, a minor premise, and a conclusion. It is universally logical.

Now let’s look at an example of the ‘logic of the absurd’ in practice: A cop chasing Laurel and Hardy falls into a lift shaft and a descending elevator falls on him. However, when the lift rises up again, the cop reappears only this time he is the size of a midget. 

The first major premise is that a man crushed in a lift shaft will inevitably die. When we observe his surprising reappearance in the form of a midget, a second logic is grafted onto the first – that when compressed, objects get smaller – the cop has been compressed and is indeed smaller. The second premise is plausible on its own; inanimate objects do not react to compression in the same was as animate objects. 

This is ridiculous but it is this very playing with the logic that makes us laugh. Part of the pleasure of the joke comes from the release from mental strain, accumulated in attempting to resolve the paradox, when we finally come to understand the mechanism of this incompatible logic. 

Humour can often be reduced to this formula. Let’s look at an example from Blazing Saddles. Brooks invents the character ‘The Waco Kid’, targeting the Western’s stock character of the gun-slinging cowboy hero. Brooks imitates this character stereotype and exaggerates it to a point of absurdity: grossly outweighing the Western’s finest gunslingers, the Waco Kid has “the fastest hand...in the world.  Brook realises this gag through editing – by using jump cuts he ‘cheats’ the speed of Jim’s fast-handedness. 

This joke subverts our expectation of the traditionally impressive gun-wielding skill of the likes of ‘Billy the Kid’ by attributing to the absurd (the implausibility of the speed at which he defeats his opponents) an element of plausibility (which is our understanding of the time-compressing devices of editing), forcing us to question whether this should be regarded as absurd. Ultimately we are made to consider whether a human being can be so flawlessly perfect, challenging the illusion of the Western’s idolised icons. Brooks attacks the Western by liberally deconstructing its effigies, simultaneously undermining Hollywood and titillating the audience. 

Observation and recognition
Recognition humour aims to create a bond between performer and audience. When a comic expresses a universal feeling we are unable to express ourselves, we laugh in recognition and relief that we aren’t the only ones to experience it. 

The best jokes are ones that combine recognition and surprise. The punch line is unexpected but also makes a comment on human nature to which we can relate. Comedy writers needs to know their audience but make their themes universal. Asian comedy Goodness Gracious Me and Irish comedy Father Ted have sold all over the world although they make local cultural references.

 Superiority and inferiority
Superiority humour lets us indulge our need to reinforce the feeling of ‘them’ and ‘us’ – to put someone else down in compensation for our own insecurities. This is why the Irishman is the butt of English jokes and the English man the butt of German jokes. Superiority humour seeks to form a bond with the audience, a cheap way to gain allegiance. 

Another form of humour allows us to undermine those who think they are above us. No matter what our background, we all like to cut down to size those who either control or frustrate our lives. The Simpsons is an excellent example of this with its scathing portrayal of Homer’s boss Mr Burns. 

Embarrassment
Embarrassment produces humour by creating shock – laughter allows us to let off steam. In order to create embarrassment, it is important to set the comic climate and persuade the audience to adopt a particular moral framework for the duration of a film.

Four Weddings and a Funeral is a good example of embarrassment humour. It would not be funny if Charlie (Hugh Grant) was to say ‘bugger’ in front of a priest if he were a character like Axel F(Eddie Murphy) in Beverly Hills. Writer Richard Curtis sets up the prudish upper class English climate in order for the swearing to have shock effect. 

Exaggeration
Exaggeration serves to emphasise an observation, thus increasing its potency, depending on the content of the attack. As Mel Brookes, writer/director of Blazing Saddles, says, ‘comedy is when someone falls down an open manhole, tragedy is when I break my fingernail’. 

When creating characters exaggeration is key. Look at Harry Enfield who builds characters based on one particular, usually irritating trait and exaggerating it as far as it will possibly go. 

Work with extremes
The more serious the genre, the more it lends itself to parody. Humour works best with extremes since the expected conflicts with the absurd. This is why Blazing Saddles so successfully parodies the Western – traditionally a very serious genre and one well known by the audience. 

Hot topics 
Using topical material gives you an immediate relationship with the audience. E.g. Viagra is to be made available on the NHS. You’ll be guaranteed an erection, but you’ll have to wait two years. 

At one point, just the mention of Viagra was enough to make people laugh because it was already considered funny and shocking. Celebrity jokes also rely on recognition and almost always cut them down to size, pulling them down to our level. 

Comedians have long learnt the art of recycling old jokes and making them new. E.g. Now that the election’s in full swing, all the politicians are out kissing babies. Or in [MP]’s case, dating them. In this case you could insert anyone’s name, depending who has been in the news recently with a younger woman (or man). 

Know your audience
An up-to-date cultural reference will mark your comedy out as fresh. 
There’s not much point in trying to remind an audience of horrible hairstyles everybody wore in the 1970s if most of them grew up in the late 1980s. 

Telling the truth
From Mark Twain to Lenny Bruce, the comedy writer cuts through layers of hypocrisy in society by stating the truth. Although much of humour relies on twist endings and illogical consequences, applying extreme logic and common sense to a situation can also generate humour. E.g.

A town council has had surveillance systems installed in every street to stop a recent spate of burglaries. Well who’s going to bother breaking into a house to steal a video camera when you can just nick one straight from the wall? 

Writing comedy
There’s no magic to the joke writing process. It’s a step by step method of analysing joke structures that have worked for other people and then applying the same structures to your own ideas and it requires concentrated work. Here are a number of tricks from the top comedy writers:

The best way to write comedy is to start with a subject. Four Weddings And A Funeral is all about the theme of commitment and love. Every joke relates to this. Andy McDowell’s character tells Hugh Grant that she expects them to get married after only one night together. It has already been established that he has no desire to get married and this automatically generates humour. The other theme is English awkwardness. We see a number of situations where English people are made to look foolish or embarrass themselves – such as walking down the isle with knickers sticking out of their dress.  

The next step is to start brainstorming the topic. Create a mind map of associations that might spark inspiration. For example, if you were to brainstorm Four Weddings and a Funeral, you would write the topic Weddings and then list all ideas possible sources for jokes around that;
	Church – Vicar – an apprentice vicar doing his first wedding

	Guests – late for wedding, get drunk, try and chat each other up
	Ring – best man forgets ring – has to find an replacement
	Best Man’s Speech – goes horribly wrong – embarrasses everyone – very nervous
	Wedding Photographs – people keep getting in the way – they all go wrong
	Reception – goes wrong – someone dies 


If you find that some elements appear clichéd then you have to either subvert them or take them one step further – the best man losing the ring is predictable, but here he replaces it with a ridiculous pink plastic one. 

It sounds like a cliché, but ‘think out of the box’. A wedding doesn’t have to take place in a church – it can happen in a registry office, a beach or even on the London Eye. The more you practise combining ideas, the easier moulding them into jokes becomes. 

Practice by taking a newspaper article and brainstorming it. Here’s an example of a starting article; Romantic Pete Robbins has had a picture of his wedding day tattooed on his leg. The tattoo shows Pete in a dark suit along with wife Sandy in her wedding dress and the date for their marriage last month. Pete, 24, said ‘It was painful, but well worth it.’

Brainstorm WEDDINGS and TATOOS; Two body piercers got married but they had trouble exchanging the rings. They were still attached to the best man’s navel. 

Hear about the body piercer who tried to commit bigamy? The vicar saw right through him. 

In Four Weddings and a Funeral, Richard Curtis uses comedy functionally – the jokes usually link sequences. Charlie’s ex-girlfriend comes up to Charlie and tells him that his friend calls her ‘Duckface’ behind her back. Charlie tells her he has never heard her say that. She leaves and the friend appears and asks, ‘How’s Duckface’. This leads into the scene when she tells Charlie she loves him. 

Jokes are usually written backwards. The punch line of the doctor says ‘I’ll be with you in a minute’ leads to the set up of “a man runs into a doctor’s surgery and says ‘I’ve got 59 seconds to live’”. Just like writing a film, you need to know your end is first – i.e. to ridicule the way doctors dismiss the urgency of your complaint. Here the writer has taken a cliché which is normally intended to be innocuous or even uplifting and devised the worst possible circumstances for it to be used. 

Stereotypes
These archetypal characters can be useful in jokes as they enable us to get a lot of information across and immediately establish recognition in a small amount of time. Sitcom characters, however, need to be more complex. 

Writing a sitcom
For sitcom, your best chance of success is to work hard on creating an interesting cast of characters and then ‘trap’ them in an environment which will make full use of their potential conflicts. And once you’ve got them there you can explore ways to develop interesting things for them to do week after week. Look at Only Fools and Horses, Absolutely Fabulous and Friends. 

Always think of the worst thing that could happen. For example, in The Brittas Empire, Gordon hires a hypnotist to relax him. While the interaction between Gordon and the hypnotist might make a good short comedy sketch, it’s not funny enough in itself to sustain a whole half-hour show. We need to introduce a problem: what if the hypnotist does manage to put Gordon into a trance but too successfully? Now every time he hears the word ‘sleep’ he dozes off. Gordon’s antics as he tries to cope with falling asleep in various inappropriate situations should generate more comedy but in order to move towards a climax we need the worst thing that could possibly happen. For instance, Wayne Sleep make a guest appearance on the show. 

In Four Weddings and a Funeral, Curtis needed to create the worst possible situation within this story (i.e. a love story) – she turns up and tells Charlie that she is single again literally moments before he is going to tie the knot – to someone else. 

Character
While an incident or plot may be funny in itself, it’s the character involved which really brings it to life. Once you know someone’s character, you can tailor the material to them. You have to be consistent. If a joke is out of character, the comedy stops working and the illusion of reality is destroyed. 

The best comedy often comes from putting characters in unlikely situations such as Mr Bean as Noah. This gives the comedy a purpose and makes it relevant to the plot. This is essential. Jokes that aren’t relevant to the plot will start to drag. 

Show contradiction within the way characters perceive themselves and the way the audience perceives them. E.g. Gordon Brittas in The Brittas Empire thought he was a super-efficient leisure centre manager when his actions tell us he’s an incompetent twit.

Audiences
Finally, the best way to improve your comedy writing is to test it out on an audience – they are the one’s that guarantee the success of your work after all. Many of the best comics have years of stand-up behind them. This gives you direct feedback and a good sense of what works and what doesn’t. You will learn to make sure that your frame of reference is common to your audience and discover what you should strengthen and what you should leave out. 
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